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1. Why Kinesthetic Exercises?

This schema is a common human schema used by everyone all the time because we make bodily actions in the
world [2] (See figure to the right).
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Students “misconceptions” of mechanics may arise from
faulty conceptualization of a basic embodied cognitive schema: The effort-resistance-flow schema [1].
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However, because the schema is so general it may lead
to faulty inferences, such as “impetus” judgements where
force is “transmitted and used” in an object [4].
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Refining the effort-resistance-flow schema using kinesthetic
models is a way to help students learning physics.

2. Kinesthetic Models Refining Effort-Resistance-Flow

(b) Model 2

(a) Model 1

In Model 1: Dragging an object over a surface with friction , a student sits on a plate (plastic, wood or other) and
a rope is attached to the student. Another student drags
the first student.
In Model 2: Circular motion of an object , a student is in
the center while another student runs around in circles
making sure the rope is taught. See [1] for more examples.

3. Integrating Kinesthetic Models in Instruction
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Relating the concept of acceleration to kinesthetic experiences in the two models may facilitate a refinement of effort-resistance-flow to understand acceleration as a change in flow.
The arrows signify that elements of two schemata are integrated in a more elaborate schema.
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Change in speed if sum of forces >0
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Relating the kinesthetic experience of force a diagrammatic
representation. The embodied schema effort-resistance-flow is
integrated in to the schema used to structure knowledge about
free-body diagrams. The approach is similar to [3].
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